
 
     

 

 
 

Nicole Robins 

Totes Serious…   #who made your bag? 
 

Totes Serious… who made your bag?  is a series of basket 
bags by Sydney basketmaker Nicole Robins. These pieces 
are art designed for the wall. Several of the totes feature just 
one, beautiful, locally sourced or homegrown fibre. Although 
not functional in a fashion sense, their shape references the 
current trend for using woven totes and bags in the fashion 
world.    
 
In recent years woven bags have become real ‘it bags’ and 
we can see a greenwashing aspect to their use in fashion 
advertising. They have come to signify ethical, handmade, 
and of course ‘natural’ by their very appearance. At the same 
time, makers are invisible. These bags are often made in less 
affluent countries where makers are poorly paid. The clothes 
accompanying the bags have a brand, a designer and status. 
The bags themselves are often treated as mere window 
dressing - yet they are made by extremely skilled artisans.   
 
In the same way as the ethical fashion world is starting to ask 
- who made my clothes? -  this exhibition asks - who made 
my bag? Both questions arise from the Fashion 
Revolution movement, represented by organisations in over 
100 countries around the world. In the aftermath of the Rana 
Plaza disaster in Bangladesh in 2013, Fashion Revolution 
has campaigned for systemic reform of the fashion industry 
with a focus on the need for greater transparency in the 
fashion supply chain.  
 
Consumers have more power than they think when it comes to helping artisans and craftspeople to earn a 
reasonable living from their work. 
 
Several of the pieces can be seen on Instagram under #nicolerobinsitbagseries  
 

The exhibition will be held from Thursday 26 September to Sat Oct 19 at  
Bridget Kennedy Project Space 
53 Ridge St North Sydney 2060 
Open Wednesday to Saturday 11-5pm 

 
A workshop, Totes Playful is being offered during Sydney Craft Week to accompany the Totes Serious 
exhibition.  
 
Bring an old Tote or basket bag you would like to upcycle or decorate and learn some new basketry skills at 
the same time. Basketmaker Nicole Robins will teach some basketry and braiding techniques which can be 
used to replace old handles or add a colourful new dimension to bags and jewellery.  
 Sat October 12th  
10am – 1pm, $ 60,  
Limited to 8 participants  
 

All plant styling in the exhibition is included with the piece for the purchase price.  If  you do want to take 
some of my work home with you, please don’t hesitate to get in touch about hanging and care. 



 

nicolerobins.com  

@nicolerobins_ 

 

 nicolerobins@netspace.net.au 

Phone: 0402 092 009 

 

 

1. Hairy Tote 

 

This playful hairy tote contains bundles of home grown cordyline and 
yucca filamentoso.  Instagram is a good way to see the plants and fibres 
I use.  I file most under #sydneybasketryfibres and their individual 
names.  Some preparation information is here too.  In the last year I 
have been fringing some of the sheaths at the end of the leaf to give a 
tassel effect.  The strappy leaves are used whole here and the loose 
stitch or looped stitch dates back to earliest First Nations’ string bags in 
Australia and elsewhere.  The way I loop with whole leaves is something 
I haven’t seen before as a technique. It has developed over several 
years experimenting with local plants here in Sydney. 

 

Photo Lily Velez 
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2. Agave Tote  

Techniques – braiding, string-making, and twining  

 

 

 

Sydney landscapers are in love with the architectural beauty, Agave 
Attenuata.  And so am I.  Slow growing, the leaves take what seems like 
months to dry on the plant before they can be clipped off to preserve the 
sheath at the top. The sun-dried colours are beautiful, they soak to a soft 
leather while I use them and then harden to a cement- like finish.   
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3. Dracaena Draco Tote 

 

Just one fibre here – the glorious Dracaena Draco with its orange sheath 
tips.  The leaf is used whole and the technique is #basketrylooping 
(detailed information on my Instagram). If you don’t know this tree or 
leaf, I tag it under #dracaenadraco. There are some beautiful trees in 
Sydney Botanical Gardens.  The leaves need to be picked after they dry 
on the tree so that the sheath is preserved. Basketry with natural fibres 
involves considerable time collecting and bundling fibres at the right 
seasonal moment.  

 

Photo: Katie Clulow 
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4. Dracaena Marginata Shoulder Bag 

 

 
Also showcasing one fibre. I love Dracaena Marginata because of its 
very cute antler like sheath. This bag uses string making and twining 
techniques….and lots of leaves! 

 

Photo: Katie Clulow 
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5. Agave Shoulder Bag 

 

 

 

I hadn’t seen anyone use Agave leaves when I started to experiment a 
few years ago. For me this is a big part of my interest and excitement in 
using local plants that are not viewed as a traditional basketry material. 
Gardens and plant choice have changed over time. It seems natural to 
me that basketry and fibre art reflect this. Dried agave leaves need a lot 
of soaking first. In Sydney it can be hard to find leaves that are in good 
enough condition to use after several months drying on the plant. 
Humidity isn’t their friend! This bag is lightly sealed for a patio wall. 
Handmade string and agave attenuate leaves. 
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6. This Little Cutie 

 

 

 

This little cutie was made on a loom and gave me an opportunity to 
practice a twill pattern. The handle is an inflorescence stem from a 
Kentia palm and the body is jacaranda leaf stems and fine date palm 
inflorescence. Pictured here holding an airplant (which you can safely 
spritz with water without worry).  Please ask or contact me about basket 
care any time.  
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7. Gymea Lily Tote 

Technique – random weave  

 

 

I am a huge fan of Japanese basketry and this piece tries to evoke that 
aesthetic. Many Japanese basketmakers also use soft fibres (as well as 
bamboo) which is something that connects us. This is a rustic piece 
where I have used leaves that were sun dried (on the plant) to preserve 
the beautiful colour. 
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8. Dracaena Marginata Small Shoulder Bag   

Technique – random weave 

 

This flat ribbon random weave technique was originally taught to me in a 
workshop in Canberra by Jane Whitten. Jane uses recycled materials 
like packing tape. Her pieces are stunning. I’ve been working on this 
method for a while to try and work out how to make it work with more 
delicate natural fibres.  Both Jane and Meri Peach have really helped me 
with random weave – there is never enough space to thank all the 
teachers and elders who go before us! 
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9. Dracaena Draco Purse  

Technique – random weave 

 

 

This reminds me of a couple of favourite handbags I had in the 70s. If 
you are a gentle soul it might even be functional. Gratitude to Jane 
Whitten (see above). 
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10. Cordyline and Bangalow Fringed Wall Pouch 

 

 

Part of my weaving foray this year… can you see the twill? Also several 
of these bags show my first uses of braided handles - this one, like the 
plant it’s made from - Cordyline Australis, is almost indestructible. 
Bangalow Palm inflorescence is a beautiful fibre for basket makers here 
in Australia. The waling technique on the rim is usually one I see on 
willow and cane baskets - but one I want to use more with our soft fibres. 
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11. Flying Duck Pouch 

 

Pattern making with natural fibres where the lengths (and widths) are 
never quite the same is always a creative exercise. The Dracaena 
Marginata is twined here with the sheath endings running diagonally – 
like ducks? – up the piece. 

 

Flora Friedmann, a founding member of Basketry NSW, originally taught 
me twining (#basketrytwining for more examples) at a Basketry NSW 
workshop.   
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12. Dracaena Marginata Tote – #whomadeyourbag? 

 

This looped tote is one of the first I made when I was just starting to 
formulate my ideas for this exhibition. Basket bags and woven totes were 
everywhere and I loved that they were back in fashion…until I began to 
see that they were really just there to sell a concept and the clothes that 
they accompanied. The beauty and provenance of the fibres and the 
skills and name of the maker are still often not even a minor note. 
Ethical, sustainable, natural, fair-trade ? How do we know? What can we 
do about this?   

 

Photo: Katie Clulow 
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13.  Banana Tote (not for bananas) 

 

 

I received an offer of several banana trunks recently, so it was a great 
opportunity to experiment with cutting up a trunk and drying the fibres. 
It’s a bit like a giant celery stalk – I found a bread knife was the best tool 
to cut it into strips – although other makers have different favourite tools 
for this job. I wanted this piece to be mostly about the beautiful banana 
fibre. I twined the ribbons together with finer ribbons. The rim and 
handles are made with Bangalow Palm spathe to give a little more 
structure. It’s a delicate piece that would look great on the wall. 
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14. Small Purse for Plant or Beautiful Person 

 

 

 

This is a coiled piece that begins with a square of bangalow palm 
sheath. The back is also sheath and the thick handle is cordage from 
bangalow palm spathe.  The coiling is all done with handmade cordage – 
onion weed, philodendron, cordyline and some upcycled indigo fibres 
and hemp string remnants.   

The Australian artist and anthropologist, Nanette Goodsell has been an 
incredible coiling inspiration at Basketry NSW.   
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North Sydney Council are gratefully acknowledged for the provision of 53 Ridge 

Street, North Sydney.  Exhibition 

drinks sponsored by The Greens North Sydney 

 

15. Gymea Lily Basket Bag 

Technique – random weave – see 8 above 

 

 

 

Gymea Lily ribbons and bangalow spathe rims and handle. I like the idea 
of putting plants in baskets that themselves remind one of life just 
through the window…or pieces that are not too precious for a patio 
corner and seem to beckon you outside to explore.  
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16. The Alice Tote  

 

Early in August this year I attended a workshop with Maori weaver and 
artist Alice Spittle.  I went because I wanted to connect with Alice and 
learn this specific technique called ‘kupenga’ weave.   While I want to 
use the correct cultural terms for techniques I use, I also want to make 
sure that while being totally inspired I don’t misappropriate language, 
designs and materials from other cultures.  This is not a maori bag or 
design but it was really an honour to learn about Alice’s culture and 
especially begin to learn a little of the harakeke fibre which she weaves 
with.  This one is Dracaena Draco fibre. 
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17. Cordyline Australis Wall Tote 

 

Cordyline Australis is actually a native plant from New Zealand – like 
harakeke. I think its potential is unrecognized by many basketmakers 
here.  Typically in Australia it has been used as a material for the core in 
stitched coiled pieces.  In New Zealand I saw it everywhere but most 
traditional Maori basketry that I have seen use harakeke. The four-strand 
braid handle like many basketry techniques has several origins. It’s 
‘mekameka’ braid in New Zealand, while in Europe it’s known as the 
Tyrolean plait. I learnt it first from Glenese Keavney at Basketry NSW. 
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Please leave the colour catalogue in the gallery as only a small number have been printed to save paper.  Email 
for a copy or take photos of anything printed here. Thank you.  

 

All baskets are handmade. Before you buy your next (handmade) fibre tote…consider living wages, the quality 
of working conditions, the effect on local communities and the impact that the product has on the environment.  


